PROPELLING YOUNG WOMEN OF COLOR TO EXCEL IN STEM CAREERS

NexGeneGirls inspires young women of color to pursue STEM-related careers through a rigorous program encompassing Research Internships, Leadership Development and Career Exploration. High school and undergraduate females from underserved Bay Area communities participate in a program celebrated for its transformative Intergenerational Teaching model — “Each One, Teach One” — in which they both lead and are led by peers, catapulting the next generation of female BIPOC science leaders.

OPPORTUNITIES TO ENGAGE

NGG Leadership Sponsor ........................................... $50,000
- Logo recognition on program collateral and promotion, including apparel for participants
- Opportunity to host a minimum of one (1) NGG high school student in 8-week part-time summer internship
- Host recognition of NGG Summer Celebration; opportunity to deliver introductory remarks
- Visibility as a supporter of CLS’s Racial and Social Equity Initiative
- Case study (mentor-mentee) in CLS’s quarterly newsletter
- Visibility as a supporter of CLS’s Racial and Social Equity Initiative
- Opportunity to host a NGG site visit

NGG Video Sponsor ................................. $15,000 (Exclusive)
- Exclusive underwriter of NGG promotional video offering prime brand visibility

NGG Champion Sponsor ............................................ $10,000
- Logo recognition on program collateral and promotion, including apparel for participants
- Visibility as a supporter of CLS’s Racial and Social Equity Initiative

Executive Dinner Sponsor ..........................$10,000 (Limited)
- Exclusive private dinner bringing a total of 20 women executives and NGG students together to foster connections and mentorship.

Women of Color make up only 3% of STEM professionals & an even smaller percentage of STEM leaders